
THE PEN TOOL IS FOR EVERYONE!



Pointillism Pen and Ink Drawings I did when I was 15…

I learned that patience really is a virtue!

The Pen Tool in PS Requires a Little Patience….



What is the Pen Tool?
Used to make precise selections to separate 

a subject from its background.
The pen tool doesn’t draw a line, but makes a path that becomes a ‘selection’



Many times, I take images with the end result in mind.

The image above is not award winning by any stretch of 
the imagination.

My vision was to extract him and make an old time 
‘Civil War’ image.

The Pen Tool Opens the Door For Creating Art…



…And, the Pen Tool Opens the Door For Creating Composites



I had an ‘aha’ moment while struggling 
to cut out his headdress.

The pen tool or any other PS tool could really
not do the job of cutting out his headdress.

I decided to make my background the color
of the sky which made it blend perfectly!

Sometimes the Pen Tool will not work 
on parts of an image…



What You Will Learn

How to Identify and Set the Pen Tool in the Photoshop Toolbars

How to make and cut out a selection using STRAIGHT lines.

How to make and cut out a selection using CURVED lines.

How to cut out a selection going from a CURVED line to a STRAIGHT line or angle.

How to adjust and correct your selection.



Where is the Pen Tool 
in Photoshop?

Click on the ‘cog’ to choose the pen tool 
settings you want.

It’s helpful to make the path point a large
size pixel so that you can see it better.

The ‘rubber band’ helps you to see what 
path you are about to create

Auto ‘add’ / ‘delete lets you add an anchor 
point when you click a line segment or 
delete an anchor point when you click it.

…adding a color helps too. I chose blue.

Identify and set the Pen Tool on the PS Toolbar

It’s the icon that looks 
like a fountain pen





Basic Straight Line

A B

The beginning path icon has an ‘asterisk’ and the closing path icon is a ‘circle. 

The beginning anchor point is WHITE and the closing anchor point is BLUE

‘anchor points’

white blue



Start your path
Notice the box is white

‘click’ ‘click’

‘click’

Begin your path and click your mouse button on your desired points 

How to Make Basic Straight Lines

Close your path
Notice the box is now blue



‘ctrl’ click

How to Adjust Your Line…

‘ctrl’ click to adjust your lines…

…hold down ‘ctrl’ on keyboard and 
then click your left mouse button



‘ctrl’ click on the anchor point to move the line 

You can adjust the length and angle or your lines…

Before
After – shows adjusted lines



Once you’ve plotted your points and closed your path, click on ‘Paths’. 
…then click on ‘selection’ at the bottom        This will turn your selection into ‘marching ants’

Choose ‘Paths’

Click on the 
selection tool…

This will make your 
selection turn into 
‘marching ants’

Then click on the ‘selection’ tool

Notice you now have a ‘work path’
It will always be there for you to adjust.
If you want the blue path back, click on it



Go Back to ‘Layers’

Make sure you click on your ‘mask’

Now that you have a selection, you can extract it.

In this case, I wanted just the star to save as cutout to use later.

To do this, click on the layer mask, click on select, then ‘inverse’, click on delete.

I now have a star cutout that I can have as a layer 
or I can save it as its own file for later use.  



TRY IT!
In Photoshop, open the file named,

Basic Lines Practice jpeg



Basic CURVED Line

Handles: Left handle is where you’ve been.
Right handle is where you are going.

Right handle shows the 
direction of where you’re going

Left handle shows the direction 
of where you’ve been

*REMEMBER:
The ‘rubber band’ helps you to see 
what path you are about to create



‘ctrl’ click

How to Adjust Your Curve…

‘ctrl’ click to adjust your curves…

…hold down ‘ctrl’ on keyboard and 
then click your left mouse button



‘ctrl’ click on the anchor point to move the curve 
that is between the handle points

You can move a whole section of a curve…

Shows that the curve was moved in



‘ctrl’ click on the 
right or left handle to fine tune the curve 

…or you can adjust a portion of a curve…



TRY IT!
In Photoshop, open the file named,
Basic Curves Practice jpeg

BASIC CURVE PRACTICE



How to Go From a Curve to an Angle…

‘alt’ click

‘alt click’ removes the next curve handle
and allows you to continue to any angle. 



‘alt’ click

How to Go From a Curve to an Line or Angle…

‘alt’ click to adjust your curves…

…hold down ‘alt’ on keyboard and 
then click your left mouse button



In Photoshop, open the file named,
Curve to Line Practice jpeg



Basic Steps of making a selection or a ‘cut-out’



GET CLOSE UP!

Make a ‘layer mask’

Use the Pen Tool to plot a 
path

If the selection seems 
overwhelming, do it in small 
bite size pieces



Choose ‘Paths’

Click on the 
selection tool…

This will make your 
selection turn into 
‘marching ants’

Once you’ve plotted your points and closed your path, click on ‘Paths’. 
…then click on ‘selection’ at the bottom        This will turn your selection into ‘marching ants’

Then click on the ‘selection’ tool



Go back to ‘Layers’

Make sure your layer mask is ‘highlighted’ 
or ‘clicked’

Click ‘delete’ on your keyboard



I’ve turned my path into ‘marching ants’ to 
make the first part of my first selection.

You can now see the beginning of your 
cutout and the corresponding deletion on 
your layer mask.



I will save, and 
continue…



Next Section of Cut-out



Close-Up of Section

You can see I used a combination
of lines and curves to suit my needs



Again, make sure your layer mask is ‘highlighted’ 
or ‘clicked’

I’ve turned my path into ‘marching ants’.

Next, I will click ‘delete’ to remove the next 
section of my cutout.



Note how the mask shows what portion
of the image has been removed.



Close Up 



Last Path Marching Ants

One last time, I’ve turned my path into ‘marching ants’.

Make sure you are in the layer ‘mask’

Last, I will click ‘delete’ to remove the next section of my cutout.



Make sure you are in the layer ‘mask’

Last, I will click ‘delete’ to remove the next section of my cutout.

Note again how the mask shows what portion
of the image has been removed.







How Layer Masks and Selections are Married

It’s best to use a layer mask when making a selection.

A mask is ‘non-destructive’…meaning you can always go back and fix a mistake.

Masks allow you to erase and un-erase or delete and undelete portions of your selection



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFrMKrIMT2s
How to Cut Out a Subject with the Pen Tool Photoshop

Aaron Nace
PHLEARN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSXKTXQI3HI
How to cut out hair

Aaron Nace
PHLEARN

TUTORIALS

https://phlearn.com/tutorial/pen-tool-shortcuts-photoshop/
Key Shortcuts for the Pen Tool in Photoshop

Aaron Nace
PHLEARN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFrMKrIMT2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSXKTXQI3HI
https://phlearn.com/tutorial/pen-tool-shortcuts-photoshop/

